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Black American Walnut

Wood and Finishes - all woods are oil finished except those indicated for outdoor.

Our standard finish is a hand applied linseed oil formula that is water resistant and impervious to alcohol and food acids. Linseed oil penetrates the wood surface to continue its aging process while enhancing the wood’s natural 
subtleties, becoming more beautiful over time. Any signs of wear disappears when a thin coat of maintenance oil is rubbed in.  

We add and subtract from our finish selections from year to year; if you’ve seen a finish in our product galleries not shown below, please inquire and we will be happy to quote.

Finishes are available in matte, low luster, and high luster.

Oiled Walnut + 10% Marrakesh Stained Walnut + 10% Macassar Stained Walnut + 20% 
Not quite black - visible brown hues in light 

Silver Grey Walnut + 15% 

Ash - Based Priced Woods

Bleached Ash Natural Oiled Ash Fumed Ash Mink Ash

Blackened Ash Silver Oiled Ash Grey Ash
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Wood and Finishes - all woods are oil finished except those indicated for outdoor.

Our standard finish is a hand applied linseed oil formula that is water resistant and impervious to alcohol and food acids. Linseed oil penetrates the wood surface to continue its aging process while enhancing the wood’s natural 
subtleties, becoming more beautiful over time. Any signs of wear disappears when a thin coat of maintenance oil is rubbed in.  

We add and subtract from our finish selections from year to year; if you’ve seen a finish in our product galleries not shown below, please inquire and we will be happy to quote.

Finishes are available in matte, low luster, and high luster.

Unfinished White Oak + 10% Oiled White Oak + 17% Natural Finished White Oak + 17%Bleached White Oak + 20%

Fumed White Oak + 17% Medium Stained White Oak + 20% Ebonzied White Oak + 20%
Not quite black - visible brown hues in light

Aged White Oak + 20%Carbonized White Oak - indoor or outdoor + 20%

White Oak 
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Wood and Finishes - all woods are oil finished except those indicated for outdoor.

Our standard finish is a hand applied linseed oil formula that is water resistant and impervious to alcohol and food acids. Linseed oil penetrates the wood surface to continue its aging process while enhancing the wood’s natural 
subtleties, becoming more beautiful over time. Any signs of wear disappears when a thin coat of maintenance oil is rubbed in.  

We add and subtract from our finish selections from year to year; if you’ve seen a finish in our product galleries not shown below, please inquire and we will be happy to quote.

Finishes are available in matte, low luster, and high luster.

Wenge

Oiled Wenge + 20% Ebonized Wenge + 25%

Teak

Unfinished Teak + market price Oiled Teak + market price


